Providing customers with a sustainable packaging option has always been our goal and with many of
our customers innovating and adapting to a takeaway option, we have strived to meet all of their
needs with our ‘Hooray for Takeaway’ premium sustainable takeaway options.
Here are some of our products which are proving a hit for our customers.
Bon Appetit Bowl Range
Introducing our newest creation!
A wide bowl for the ultimate in style and versatility. Serve up steaming curries in PLA-lined paper
bowls. This is unique – there’s no other compostable wide bowl range out there. With a top
diameter of 18.5cm, our Bon Appetit bowl offers a panoramic view of your foodie fuel.
Our PLA-lined paper bowl and lid are great up to 85°C.
Hot Food Cartons
Many similar-looking hot food cartons have a natural kraft finish, though in fact have a plastic lining
and therefore are not compostable.
We offer the full eco version – sustainably sourced paper board with a water-based coating, made
up with leak-proof webbed corners and fold-in flaps to give a secure closure.
Practical, yet elegant in design, our food cartons are the eco-chic container for takeaway foods.
Premium Takeaway Container
We have a stylish new addition to our premium sustainable takeaway offering.
Innovative features include tear-away flaps for easier access to food, leak resistant side flaps that
prevent spills and hold condiments and cutlery. It is also microwaveable and oven safe up to 200
degrees.
Kraft Takeaway Boxes
Our strong and secure carrier packs are incredibly versatile. Ideal for takeaway or home delivery.
Sustainably sourced and supplied flat packed. Available in large and standard sizes.
Coffee Cups
We can’t forget our staple certified compostable Irish made coffee cups.
Lined with plant-based PLA, not plastic, our hot cups are completely compostable.
Soup Containers
Versatile compostable containers, ideal for hot or cold treats such as ice cream, frozen yoghurt,
saucy pasta or hot porridge to go.
This size has its own matching domed or flat lids, also compostable.
Available in a variety of sizes from 6 -32oz.
This is just a sample of our product range that can help you ease into takeaway or delivery service.
For a full range of products or pricing on any of the above you can contact our sales office on 021
4311842 or email us to sales@down2earthmaterials.ie

